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1. INTRODUCTION1

Communities on social media as on Facebook are valuable not only because they can 
attract prospects. Facebook help in several parts of the sales cycle such as lead 
generation, post-sales education, and customer support. A business needs to define 
what goals it wants to achieve on social media to maximize the return of time spent on 
managing its presence. For any social media site, a business should do three things to 
build an effective community: connect, create, and engage. 

Connect applies to the people a business wants to invite to its community. It can either 
find contacts manually or review recommendations automatically generated on most 
of the commonly used social media sites. Though the goal is to focus on potential 
customers, it is not a bad idea to connect with friends and family, who might not 
become customers themselves but can refer others to the business. 

Create refers to creating content that potential customers might find interesting and 
helpful. The idea is similar to that of blogging: the goal is to generate materials in 
which prospects can find value.

Engage is equivalent to establishing ongoing interactions with prospects. To engage 
people on social media, a business should not only create useful content but also 
interact with prospects. On Facebook, for instance, a business can post comments and 
answer queries.

Why use Facebook for business

Facebook currently has over 845 million active users2, and that number continues to 
grow steadily. According to Compete.com, it is currently the second most popular 
website in the world (behind Google) in terms of unique visitors, and according to 
ComScore, the most popular social network overall.

The number of Facebook users in the UK has reached 38 million, more than half the 
population of the country. 3  Some 45% of online shoppers in the UK have ‘liked’ a 
brand and of those, 24% said they were more likely to buy from the brand4. Here are 
some interesting stats based on Google Ad planner and ComScore. These will help 
you to understand why it is right to do business on Facebook.

1 Building Social Media for Business Growth – Inbound Marketing University, July 2010
2 Facebook Newsroom
3 Google Ad Planner
4Almost half of UK consumers ‘like’ brands on Facebook:  Internet Retailing Magazine
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http://www.internetretailing.net/2012/04/almost-half-of-uk-consumers-like-brands-on-facebook-research/
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Facebook Vocabulary5

Account settings: Use your account settings to manage basic account preferences. 
You can edit your name or email info, change your notifications preferences.

Activity log: Your activity log is a tool that lets you review and manages everything 
you share on Facebook. 

Cover photo: Your cover photo is the large picture at the top of your timeline, right 
above your profile picture.

Event: Events is a feature that lets your organize gatherings, respond to invites, and 
keep up with what your friends are doing. 

Facebook Questions: Facebook Questions is a feature that lets you get 
recommendations, conduct polls and learn from your friends and other people on 
Facebook. 

Family Safety Center: Visit the Family Safety Center to find the information, tools 
and resources you need to stay safe online.

Games and apps: The games and apps you use on Facebook are created by outside 
developers on the Facebook Platform. 

Like: Clicking Like is a way to give positive feedback and connect with things you 
care about. 

Messages: Messages are a central place to exchange private messages, chats, emails 
and mobile texts with friends. 

News feed: Your news feed is the ongoing list of updates on your home page that 
shows you what’s new with the friends and pages you follow. 

Notes: Notes are a feature that lets you publish what’s on your mind in a full rich 
format.

Notifications: Notifications are email, onsite, or mobile updates about activity on 
Facebook. .

Page: Pages allow businesses, brands, and celebrities to connect with people on 
Facebook. 

Poke: You can poke someone to get their attention or say hello. 

Privacy settings: Your privacy settings let you manage basic privacy preferences, such 
as who can send you friend requests and messages. 

Profile: Your profile (timeline) is a complete picture of yourself on Facebook. .

5 Facebook Help Centre: Facebook Glossary
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http://en-gb.facebook.com/help/?faq=250714824948501#Profile
http://en-gb.facebook.com/help/?faq=213802165366955#Privacy-settings
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http://en-gb.facebook.com/help/?faq=235851669821622#Family-Safety-Center
http://en-gb.facebook.com/help/?faq=265527223489646#Facebook-Questions
http://en-gb.facebook.com/help/?faq=238719772829589#Events
http://en-gb.facebook.com/help/?faq=247556578644618#Cover
http://en-gb.facebook.com/help/?faq=257198711011493#Activity-log
http://en-gb.facebook.com/help/?faq=314360521922005#Account-settings
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Profile picture: Your profile picture is the main photo of you on your profile 
(timeline). Your profile picture appears as a thumbnail next to your comments and 
other activities.

Social plugins: Social 11lugins are tools that other websites can use to provide people 
with personalized and social experiences. 

Subscribe: Subscribe is a way to hear from people you’re interested in, even if you’re 
not friends. The Subscribe button is also a way to fine-tune your News Feed.

Tagging: A tag links a person, page, or place to something you post, like a status 
update or a photo. For example, you can tag a photo to say who’s in the photo.

Timeline: Your timeline is your collection of the photos, stories, and experiences that 
tell your story. 

Wall: Your Wall is the space on your profile where you and friends can post and 
share.

Business goals6

There are many good reasons for businesses to get on and maintain a presence on 

Facebook. Here are a few:

• Get found by people who are searching for your products or services
• Connect and engage with current and potential customers
• Create a community around your business
• Promote other content you create, including webinars, blog articles, or other 

resources
• Generate leads for your business

6 5 Business Goals For Using Facebook: PR In Canada 

11

http://www.facebook.com/note.php?note_id=10150402127537259
http://en-gb.facebook.com/help/?faq=266010756746812#Wall
http://en-gb.facebook.com/help/?faq=131685390278177#Timeline
http://en-gb.facebook.com/help/?faq=232620513462357#Tagging
http://en-gb.facebook.com/help/?faq=231915393524963#Subscribe
http://en-gb.facebook.com/help/?faq=190770901006314#Social-plugins
http://en-gb.facebook.com/help/?faq=216476848433351#Profile-picture
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Facebook Success Stories 7

#1: Cheese & Burger Society
The Cheese & Burger Society is sponsored by the Wisconsin Milk Marketing 

Board. This page is an innovative way to promote Wisconsin cheese by talking 

about something many people love—burgers and grilling.

One savvy practice introduced here is fan gating which does not apply with new 

page however you can still use competition as a tab. Fan gating, also known as 

“like gating,” is where you require visitors to become a fan of your page to 

gain access to special content, discounts or contests.

This contest brought 1000s of new fans for The Cheese & Burger Society

To increase engagement, Cheese & Burger Society created a Send to a 

Friendapp, allowing fans to send a cheeseburger to their friends. This is fun, easy 

and promotes viral visibility.

7 Social Media Examiner: 9 Facebook Marketing success you should model

12

http://apps.facebook.com/cnb-sendtoafriend/
http://apps.facebook.com/cnb-sendtoafriend/
http://www.eatwisconsincheese.com/
http://www.eatwisconsincheese.com/
http://www.facebook.com/CheeseAndBurger
http://www.socialmediaexaminer.com/9-facebook-marketing-success-stories-you-should-model/
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The Send to a Friend app makes it easy to connect with a friend in a fun way

The Cheese & Burger Society also encourages fans to post pictures.  In fact, 

approximately 6 billion photos are shared on Facebook each month according 

to Pixable. 

Fans love posting pictures of themselves

Key Takeaways:

1. Elevate the conversation to topics larger than your specific brand or niche.

2. Find creative ways to engage your audience with photos and contests.

3. If appropriate, develop an app to encourage fans to share your content 

(e.g., Send to a Friend).

13

http://www.pixable.com/blog/2011/08/02/facebook-photos-a-history/
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#2: IdeaPaint

A key to building long-term customer loyalty is to give your customers a good 

first experience with your product or service. IdeaPaint, a B2B company, 

does this by providing detailed videos on their Facebook page on how to install 

and use their product.

Idea Paint provides a variety of instructional and inspirational videos.

IdeaPaint integrates several social components in their Facebook videos. In 

addition to the Like button, they use the Send button, which enables you to 

directly send the link to your friends. The Facebook comment section allows 

people to make comments that will show up on their wall.

14

http://www.facebook.com/IdeaPaint
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Look at the smart social integration on this video.

Another smart tactic employed by IdeaPaint is their use of NetworkedBlogs to 

automatically pull their blog posts to a dedicated tab. Additionally, they 

manually add their posts to their wall. 

Key Takeaways:

1. Use hot spots on your welcome page to integrate your other online sites.

2. Use videos to instruct and inspire, taking advantage of comments.

3. Integrate your blog manually and automatically with your Facebook page.

#3: Tesco Clothing
Tesco Clothing      has masterfully raised awareness of clothing at Tesco among the 

fashion & money savvy audience. Tesco discussed its products to find out areas 

of interest which helped to build up the brand.  Its virtual fitting room allows fans 

to try clothing quick & easy way. “Friday Frenzy” campaign, where fans get 50% 

OFF in a Flash sale generated a week’s sale in two hours. 

Tesco Clothing has generated over £2m in sales in the past year as a result of its 

UK Facebook page.

15

https://www.facebook.com/Clothingattesco
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Virtual Fitting Room.

Everyone wants fan engagement, but few companies tell their audience the rules 

of engagement. Tesco Clothing does it in a friendly, but direct, manner.

16
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TESCO CLOTHING shows the benefits of becoming a fan: access to voucher 

codes, offers!

17
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Money Off Vouchers

Key Takeaways:

1. Integrate your marketing strategy with Facebook

2. Tell fans the rules of engagement on your page.

3. Tell & give benefits of becoming fan

2. SETTING UP FACEBOOK PAGE

Personal Vs Business Accounts

Profiles are for people, and Pages are meant for businesses. Create a personal profile 
and add a business page.  However, do not create a personal Profile for your business. 

Differences between Business Pages and Personal Profiles: 

• Pages allow you to designate multiple administrators allowing more than one 
person in your organisation to update or if one of your administrators leaves 
the company, you can still have control over the Page.

18
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• Pages are, by default, public, and are visible in Google results

• Pages are split into different categories (local businesses, brands, musicians) 
that help you get listed in more relevant search results. 

• Anyone can become a fan of your Page without needing administrator’s 
approval whereas Personal profiles have friends, which require mutual 
acceptance.

Setup a Business Page8

Visit http://www.facebook.com/pages/create.php. Facebook will then walk you 

through a simple wizard to create your Page.

8 How to use Facebook for business: Hubspot

19

http://www.facebook.com/pages/create.php
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Upload a photo (use your company or brand logo) and add some basic info. (Note:  

You can always skip these steps and add these items later.)

Complete your Page like you would a Profile. Click on “Edit Page” or “Edit Info” on 

your Page’s homepage to add information about your business like your website, a 

short description, products, and so on.

20
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Administrator’s name and profile will not show up anywhere on the Business Page. 

All discussions on the page appears from your company rather than you personally, 

even though you’ll be logged in as yourself (this can be changed in your Page’s 

settings). You can designate multiple administrators as well to help with the 

maintenance of your Page. 

As an administrator once you become a fan, you will be listed among all the other 

fans on your Page and all the Pages of which you are a fan will show up on your 

profile, giving your business more visibility to your personal network.

New Timeline Features9

Facebook Timeline (mandatory by 30th March 2012) comes with a set of new features. 

Some of the new features offer brands more flexibility, while others limit 

organizations by requiring them to follow specific guidelines. Once you set up your 

page as we discussed earlier follow these steps to create a Facebook Timeline.

Let’s do a quick overview of Facebook Timeline components – Link

9 New Facebook Business Page Timelines: HubSpot

21
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Best Practices for using Timelines

Facebook is now more visual with new visual platforms like Pinterest, Instagram and 

SlideShare. Here are few things you should consider:

• Vanity URL

I recently saw a business card for a very talented young magician. He was promoting 

his Facebook page on his business card.  The link he printed on his card basically 

consumed the entire back of the card:  http://www.facebook.com/pages 

/dynamomagician/149530258482528. 

I wanted to look at his Facebook page and I typed all of that mess into my browser. 

But, of course, I got it wrong the first time.  The fact is that, at this point, this 

magician would have lost almost 100% of her potential followers because her URL is 

too bulky.

If his URL was 24www.facebook.com/dynamomagician, it would have been lot 

easier. You can get your own vanity URL when you have at least 25 fans.  So, get the 

word out starting from your friends and ask them to like your page! Simply create a 

username through you edit page settings.

24
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• The page summary box10

 “You can edit the information that appears in your Page’s summary box below its  
profile picture, but you can’t choose which fields display there. The types of  
information that appear in the summary box are specific to your Page’s category. For  
example, Pages for restaurants show price range, address, phone number and hours  
of operation in the summary box, while artist/musician Pages show the About field of  
the Page’s basic information”.

This example for a hairdressing salon show how small companies can feature maps 
and other local information that is neat.

You can always put your domain in summary information like 6 Nations Page. It’s an 
approach most companies don’t use.

10 10 Tactics for effective Facebook pages: Smartinsights

25

https://www.facebook.com/rbs6nations
http://www.smartinsights.com/social-media-marketing/facebook-marketing/the-new-facebook-business-timeline-pages-whats-missing-and-whats-new/
http://www.facebook.com/RomanSalonLA
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• Publish a visual content like images & videos. 

According to an internal Facebook study11, “posts including a photo album or picture 

can generate 2x more engagement than other post types.”  Turn your content into a 

visual delight: photos, charts, infographics, and other content visualizations. 

Example: eBay – https://www.facebook.com/eBay

• Feature custom tabs in views & apps toolbar

The new Timeline design for pages does not allow you to set a default landing tab for 

your business page which helped to get more likes. Visitors are automatically directed 

to the Timeline. However, you can feature your app meant for lead generation below 

your cover page as Dumbo Feather magazine has done with its newsletter Sign-up tab.

11 Facebook Page Overview: Facbook Ads

26

https://www.facebook.com/dumbofeather
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• Edit Tab Image

Choose best image possible to reflect the tabs. To customize the way these apps 

appear on your page, visit the Admin Panel, click ‘Manage,’ and choose ‘Edit Page’ 

from the dropdown menu. In the ‘Apps’ section, click ‘Edit Settings’ for the specific 

app image. Then you can upload the new image you’d like to use to feature that app 

(dimensions should be 111 x 74 pixels).

27
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• Highlight best post

Expose your visitors with most important content by making your default setting 

‘Allowed on Timeline’ by checking ‘Everyone can post to timeline’ in the ‘Manage 

Permissions’ section of your page settings.

Highlight posts you want to give 

prominent placement on your 

Timeline (they’ll take up the full 

width of your Timeline), access your 

Activity Log and select ‘Highlight on 

Timeline’ to star particular posts.

• Pin New Promotions Every seven Days

You can pin content to the tops of the pages for seven days at a time. Use this to 

anchor updates about the promotions you want to feature (e.g. events, new marketing 

offers, other awesome content, etc.) to the top of your page to make them as visible to 

page visitors as possible.

Pinned stories will appear right

below the status update compose

box. Remember to pin new story every 

seven days.

28
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• Publish more than once a day

Posting once a day means that your post only has a short span of time during which 

people will likely see it. Your post will be quickly overridden by the hordes of other 

updates becoming the top stories in a user’s News Feed.

Posting every hour with different kinds of post allows opportunity for different type 

of users to like, comment and shares the content.12 There are various thought in this 

area and this is not a rule of thumb as user interaction varies depending on fan base 

and business type. It is best to experiment on your page over a period of time and see 

the results. However, posting once a day is not good enough!

Let’s review Some Examples of Excellent Brand Timelines – SmartInsights

3. PROMOTION13, ENGAGEMENT & LEAD GENERATION 

Fans are one of your organization’s richest sources of interaction, research & lead 

generation. The obvious problem is making people aware of it. You need to educate 

your potential fan how to find you on Facebook which is not a problem for established 

brands like Coke or eBay. However with correct strategy you can raise your brand 

awareness. Here are few simple steps how you can do this:

• Put your fan page URL in your email signature

• Write a blog post about your new fan page

• Ask your Twitter followers to join your fan page

• Invest in Facebook ads

• Put your fan page URL on your business cards

• Put your fan page URL on your Twitter profile background

• Invite all of your friends 

12 How Timeline Radically Changes your Facebook Marketing Strategy: Hubspot Blog
13 20 ways to Promote your Facebook Fan Page: Social Media Examiner

29

http://www.socialmediaexaminer.com/20-ways-to-promote-your-facebook-fan-page/
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http://blog.hubspot.com/blog/tabid/6307/bid/30305/How-Timeline-Radically-Changes-Your-Facebook-Marketing-Strategy.aspx
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How to engage your fans

Here are few excellent ways to engage your fans.

• Ask simple questions that your fans can answer in 2 or 3 words

• Status updates that invite fans to “fill in the blanks”. 

• Share longer updates uploaded in the form of Notes. These have been great for 

sharing. You can even make it a tab for better visibility.

• Share your events directly from the “Events” box on your home page with one 

step. Just start typing your event into the “What are you planning?” field on the 

right-hand column of your home page. This can be meet up or online discussion. 

Here’s an example of online discussion: Church Tech & PA Live Q&A

• Run Facebook Polls which have chances of viral spread but also superb as a 

customer research tool.

• Run competitions asking qualitative questions and asking participants to share 

photos. You can be creative and use the responses to create a blog or video to 

create a social media buzz!

Let’s look at a highly engage page: JoinParkBench

Vouchers / Offers

Voucher codes have rapidly grown in popularity over the past few years. There are 

quite a lot of sites launched to allow people to share codes and many e-commerce 

sites are offering them as part of their digital strategy. This can make overall cost per 

acquisition (CPA) lower than other channels, such as Google Adwords. Let’s look at 

an example: Amsterdam Printing. You can also offers exclusive offers to the fans 

creating a “Special Offer” page. Let’s look at an example: Concord Extra

30

https://www.facebook.com/concordextra
https://www.facebook.com/AmsterdamPrinting/app_181020788618124
http://www.facebook.com/joinparkbench
https://www.facebook.com/events/303277699698191/
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Few helpful Facebook Apps

• C  ontact form   to your business page will help you offer a quick medium for the 

Facebook community to contact you instantly.

• YouTube app   helps you to list YouTube videos. This is a good way of letting 

consumers see how your product works. 

• O  pinion poll   app helps you to get opinion from your prospective customers and 

that will bring more Facebook users to your business page. This can be a very 

good research tool for your product.

31

https://www.facebook.com/OpinionPolls
https://apps.facebook.com/involver_appjgeph/?ref=ts
https://www.facebook.com/contactforms
https://www.facebook.com/Semichem
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• Twitter App   adds your Twitter Feeds list on your Facebook Page. 

• Contests   App    is very effectively for promoting your products. This app helps you 

to promote your product with user responses.

32

https://apps.facebook.com/my-contests/?ref=ts
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Twitter/278029242253904
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Understanding Woo box Iframe  App

With Woobox Iframe you can use HTML, Images, or a URL on your page to create completely custom tabs for your Facebook page. It is easy 

install and setup. With bit of HTML knowledge you can create your own tabs free!

33

http://woobox.com/customtab
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Here is an example of what can be achieved through this app.

34
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Woobox also has paid apps easy promotion apps to help you engage and grow your 

fans.

• Coupons & Vouchers: Create fan-only Coupons for your Facebook page or 

Twitter and limit your vouchers to one per fan.

• Sweepstakes & Giveaways: Create Sweepstakes for Facebook or Twitter. Restrict 

entry to fans and give bonus entries when friends enter.

• Group Deals: Create Group Deals that encourage sharing by requiring a minimum 

number of people before everyone gets it.

• Reward Individual Fans: Reward your most engaged fans with gifts and coupons. 

Only fans you put on the guest list can get the reward.

4. FACEBOOK ADS

There is other value in expanding advertising campaigns to Facebook that separates it 

from other Search Engine ad networks. In Facebook, users self-identify (gender, age, 

vocation, interests, etc) and can be targeted by who they are. Search Engines, such as 

Google restrict you to primarily targeting keywords, which means you target people 

based off of what they are looking for. 

That can lead to some difficulties depending on what your strategy is; for example, if 

you are a company that does primarily B2B marketing you may have keywords that 

show up in both B2B oriented searches and in consumer searches—take the keyword 

‘cell phone cases,’ for example, a business that makes cell phone cases that are sold 

through other stores (Best Buy) wants to get business from people who will buy from 

them in bulk. They’re not interested in Joe Teenager who wants a shiny new case for 

his iPhone. On Google, it’s difficult to screen out Joe Teenager and get John 

Executive Purchaser. On Facebook, because of the self-identification data, it may be a 

bit easier. 14 Here are few steps for you to follow to create effective ads15:

14 Local Advertising Case Study: Local Vs Google Ads: Ad Hustler
15 Five Steps to Succeed with Facebook Ads: Smart Insights

35

http://www.smartinsights.com/social-media-marketing/facebook-marketing/5-steps-to-succeed-with-facebook-advertising/
file:///C:/Users/vicky/Desktop/FB for business/There is other value in expanding advertising campaigns to Facebook that separates it from other Search Engine ad networks. In Facebook, users self-identify (gender, age, vocation, interests, etc) and can be targeted by who they are. Search Engines, such a
http://woobox.com/
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Identify Your Goals & Audience

Before setting up a campaign, you should define the goals. Is the goal of the campaign 

to drive traffic? Raise awareness? Build Facebook fans? Or generate leads?

So, the next action is to think about who will be interested in the product or service 

you want to advertise.  Is there a main age group, sex, location etc that buys (or is 

interested in) that product or service more than the others.  Targeting this group will 

give you the best chance of finding success.

Targeting Options

Facebook has a number of different targeting options, make sure you set the criteria is 

relevant to your business.  For example if you have a service that only sells in a 

certain location, make sure you select the relevant country, city and the advert is 

better received if it is in that country’s primary language.

It is important to have a clear target 

segment in mind when launching a 

Facebook Ad so that you can take 

full advantage of the fine targeting 

that is possible based on the following filters:

General demographics such as location, age and sex.

Birthday – This is one of Facebook’s latest advertising targeting filters and helps you 

to engage on a more personal level with customers on their birthdays wishing them a 

happy birthday with the offer of a free gift can only help your conversion rates.

Education – You can use this factor to target based on level of education or on the 

schools that people went to e.g. announcing a ten year university reunion.

Workplaces – Often you will know the types of or specific companies your target 

audience work for. If you want to gain new customers or spread awareness of your 

product within specific organizations this filter can be priceless.

Relationship – Married. Single. In a relationship. This helps you target people based 

on their relationship status e.g. a bar or club targeting single people. But don’t forget! 

36

http://www.insidefacebook.com/2010/03/04/thousands-of-new-cities-now-in-facebooks-performance-advertising-tool
http://adage.com/digital/article?article_id=143742
http://adage.com/digital/article?article_id=143742
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Selecting any of these settings will remove all users that haven’t selected a 

relationship status in their profile.

Languages – It might seem obvious but trust me, a lot of people fall in to the trap – 

don’t display ads to your target audience in a language they don’t understand! Geo 

target your campaigns well. If you don’t ship to Spain, don’t advertise there. If you 

do, make it clear for your international visitors. If you offer free shipping in the ad, 

show different ads to locations that don’t qualify.

Using Images

The image of the ad is a key part, 

make it attractive and relevant in 

your advert that is appropriate for the 

product or service being advertised. 

The maximum image size is 110 

pixels wide by 80 pixels tall, so any 

text in images that are shrunk down 

to that size may be hard to read. Ads without images will underperform compared to 

those ads with images.  

Keep the Ad Copy Simple

Create your advert so that it is as simple and easy to read as possible using simple, 

grammatically correct, complete sentences and language.  It 

is good practice to use proper punctuation, punctuate the 

end of sentences, put spaces after full stops and commas, 

and avoid using hyphens instead of full stops.

Read the Facebook ad guidelines & do not ignore these. If 

you do you have zero chance of getting your ad approved.

The Facebook ad copy is also very important for a good, 

attention-grabbing ad. While the image pulls in the users 

eyes, the title and body text are what cause the user to click onto the ad.  
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Call to Action

Your advert should communicate a call-to-action along with the benefits of your 

product or service and avoid common ad mistakes.  A call-to-action encourages users 

to click on your advert and this should explain to the user exactly what you expect 

them to do when they reach your 

landing page.

Useful call-to-action phrases include: 

buy, sell, order, browse, download, 

sign up and get a quote.  

Bidding Options

You can choose between Cost Per Click and Cost Per Thousand Impressions 

depending on your advertising goals:

• Cost Per Click (CPC): A type of campaign pricing where you pay each time 

someone clicks on your ad. This is the best type of campaign pricing to use 

when you want to drive specific action on your website or Facebook Page

• Cost Per Thousand Impressions (CPM): A type of campaign pricing where you pay 

based on the number of people who view your ad. This is the best type of campaign 

pricing to use if you want to raise general awareness of your business within a 

targeted audience.

Monitor Performance

Facebook ads manager gives following statistics of your campaigns. This information 

helps you to understand what types of users are engaging and interacting with your 

ads. 

Social: the percentage of your ad’s impressions where the viewers saw at least one 

friend who liked your Page, Event, Application 

Clicks: each time a user clicks on your ad 
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Impressions: each time an ad is shown to a user, regardless of whether the user clicks 

or takes any other action on the ad

CTR (click-through rate): the number of clicks your ad receives divided by the 

number of times your ad is shown on the site (impressions) in the same time period

Avg. CPC (cost-per-click): the amount you’re paying on average for each click on 

your ad 

To find out more about Facebook ads and case studies – Facebook Business Ads

5. FACEBOOK SPONSORED STORIES

People are naturally interested in things their friends care about. That’s why the News 

Feed is such a central part of Facebook: News Feed stories give friends an easy way 

to show each other what they like.

Now with Sponsored Stories, you can increase the visibility of these powerful News 

Feed stories when they relate to your organization or business. Sponsored stories16 are 

featured in each users news feed, giving more chance to increase visibility. The 

importance of Sponsored Stories is that they are like recommendations to friends of 

your fans – they appear in the ad. They can appear for apps & checkins, but the two 

most common types are:

Page Like. One of your fans liked one of your Page posts in the last seven days.

Page post Like. Someone liked your Page directly from Facebook or from the Like 

Box on your website at any point in time.

Sponsored Stories are targeted only at people who are eligible to see the story (wall 

posts) in their News Feed. Fine-tune your targeting with the same criteria available for 

Ads, such as location, language, and interests. Similarly, setting your budget works in 

the same way as with Ads (CPC, CPM). Select a bid price that is within or above the 

suggested range to ensure your story is shown.

16 Facebook Update Sponsored Stories: Smart Insights
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When done right, sponsored stories provide a significant boost to click-through and 

conversion rates, in part because these ad placements appear not only on the sidebar, 

but also within users’ News Feeds. Sponsored Stories are different from ads because it 

has social element. They are more relevant to the average user, and more likely to be 

clicked on than traditional Facebook ads. 

To find out more about Sponsored Stories – Facebook Sponsored Story Guide

6. FACEBOOK FOR CUSTOMER SERVICE

Customer care in social media has been very important than ever. The 

communications are not hidden in emails or a phone call anymore. It’s public! This is 

why it is important to respond in time and in a correct way. Here are few examples of 

brilliant customer service.17

Complaints

Apologize, Acknowledge, Atone, Affirm. Here’s a nice example from Pizza Hut:

17 Facebook for Customer Service: Social Media Week
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Questions

Norwegian Cruise Line always provides comprehensive answers to questions on their 
Facebook Wall. It is a good idea to create a FAQ page with recurring customer queries.

Positivity

Don’t let users who post positive sentiment slip by unnoticed while complaining users 
take up all of your response time. For this scenario, many times a simple “Thanks 
[name]!” works best, as we can see from the Vera Wang Facebook Wall.

Five tips for getting customer service right on Facebook:18

Listen to what people are saying about you on Facebook and other social channels. 

It’ll help you spot issues and resolve them; and it’ll tell you what your customers love 

and hate (which can inform product development).

Create a dedicated Facebook app or tab to deal with customer service issues. It’ll 

stop your main page getting clogged up with complaints and issues. You can even 

create a dedicate page like ASOS for customer service.

18 Five Steps for using Facebook for customer service: Smart Insights
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If you’re going to do customer service on Facebook, do customer service on 

Facebook. Don’t create a ‘Talk to us! We’d love to hear your experiences!’ page and 

then leave comments there to rot. Resource it properly, with people who are 

authorised to take action not with interns.

Don’t be afraid to let customers talk to each other. Sometimes they’ll be able (and 

willing) to help each other out. But check they’re telling each other the right things 

and recognise and acknowledge the efforts of useful contributors 

Respond quickly and appropriately. There’s nothing like posting identical 

corporate responses to everyone who comments on your wall to get the community 

into a spin. Apologise if you’ve got something wrong, and put it right.

7. UNDERSTANDING FACEBOOK INSIGHTS 

Your Facebook business page is a haven for well-crafted status updates, photos, and 

links – it’s the ultimate content-sharing platform. But in order to understand which 

content you post is actually benefiting your business, you need to take the time to 

analyze your Facebook Insights (Facebook’s proprietary business page analytics tool) 

to capitalize on what works and what doesn’t.19

This video from Facebook explains what you can get out of Facebook Insights – 

Learning Page Insights

19 How to Analyze Facebook Insights to improve your content strategy: Hubspot
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8. UNDERSTANDING FACEBOOK PLUGINS 

One of the easiest ways to make your online presence more social is by adding 

Facebook social plugins to your website. Here are my favourite plugins:

Like Button

The Like button lets users share pages from your site back to 
their Facebook profile with one click.

Send Button
The Send button allows your users to easily send your content 
to their friends.

Subscribe Button
The Subscribe button allows people to subscribe to other 
Facebook users directly from your site.

Comments
The Comments plugin lets users comment on any piece of 
content on your site.

Like Box
The Like Box enables users to like your Facebook Page     and 
view its stream directly from your website.

Registration
The registration plugin allows users to easily sign up for your 
website with their Facebook account.
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9. CONCLUSION & LEARNING RESOURCES

By now you know how Facebook can generate revenues to your business. It is 

important to understand that Facebook is only a marketing tool and it should be part 

of marketing strategy. It is good to involve your team and formulate a strategy. Don’t 

be afraid try new one. You will get on right eventually! Here are simple steps you can 

follow:

Know your customers 


Formulate your goals


Meet up with your team


Create Strategy


Implement/Experiment


Measure


React & Improve
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Here are few learning resources good to follow:

      

                          

                

………………………………………………………………………………………

We will help you to make the very most from Facebook whether you want to learn basics of how to 

setup a page or how to optimise your business page to get better results. Just give us a call to book 

a workshop.

Torfaen Adult Community Learning Centre   

Jean Gaywood T: 01633 647 642 E: jean.gaywood@torfaen.gov.uk
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